
Eight Uncles 1311 

Chapter 1311 Does This Situation Look Familiar? 

Lilly was extremely worried. 

“Crawford Ancestor, Uncle Cloud’s gun was stolen. This must be a significant setback, right?” Daddy had 

said that they dreaded nothing more than having their guns stolen. It was the gravest mistake and 

something they couldn’t tolerate. Dying on the battlefield was one thing, but having the weapon taken 

away is another matter entirely. It would definitely be mocked by comrades! 

Crawford Ancestor seemed to be anxious as well. Perhaps we pushed Cloud too far. We might damage 

his self- esteem. Maybe we should reconsider… 

However, what they didn’t expect was… 

After Cloud’s gun had been snatched, he found it somewhat amusing. In all my years of combat 

experience, my gun had never been stolen before, even if I was asleep! Today is the first time that my 

gun has been stolen. Well, not exactly by a person, but by a ghost. 

“If my comrades find out about this, I’ll probably be in big trouble, and they might tease me for a 

lifetime. Unfortunately, I could never return to those times. Cloud mumbled. Then he could not help but 

let out a faint smile. 

The ghost lord was stunned upon seeing Cloud’s smile. 

In the shadows, Lilly and Crawford Ancestor were stunned as well. 

Lilly whispered, “Uncle Cloud seems deeply affected. His mental state isn’t normal!” 

Crawford Ancestor said, “Cloud… can’t handle even such a little problem; what’s the point of his 

cultivation?” 

Nevertheless, they sat still and continued to watch. 

to test him again. They wanted to make me give up ghost cultivation and obediently go 

the short blade in 

the short blade and said, “Do you really 

next second was a loud 

jumped in surprise as she heard the sudden 

bullet that had pierced his heart. He had not even had time to react before Cloud 

the next moment, he bound the ghost 

light in the gun and could not believe what had happened. 

really think I 
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in his hand that seemed 

ask, “Crawford Ancestor, are you sure 

to reload. It is useless on the battlefield. However, it is a real anti-personnel weapon. With a maximum 

range of 120 meters and a velocity of 180 meters per second after firing, a shot to the heart is 

is this? Defeat ghost lord 

an incredulous scoundrel! 

and said, 

lord fell silent. 

lose it! However, the bag of holding had a lot of things, and I could 

Chapter 1312 What Did You Really Mean? 

The ghost lord fell silent as he was completely stunned. 

“Ms. Hades!” The ghost lord, who had been tied up tightly, said this while trembling. 

The ghost lord had been arrogant earlier, but now he felt quite intimidated. 

“I’m not…” The ghost lord tried to explain but found himself at a loss for words. What could I actually 

explain? 

Lilly asked, “Not what? Not human?” 

The ghost lord hesitated, looking embarrassed. 

On the other side, Cloud was still rummaging through the bag of holding. 

“Wow, this bag of holding is amazing. I thought I had emptied it, but there are still things inside.” 

“Wow, an azurite gemstone!” 

Cloud had realized the value of azurite gemstones. They were definitely valuable, just like a bar of gold 

in the mortal world! 

“There are actually two Azurite gemstones here, equivalent to two hundred million merit points.” 

“Well, what else could I say? It is a gift for free!” 

Cloud muttered to himself. 

Crawford Ancestor also muttered, “Barely enough!” 

Then he picked and chose like he was scavenging for treasure. 

Crawford Ancestor said, “These two azurite gemstones are the only thing worth something here.” 

demonic beast was half eaten. They’re 



azurite gemstones have had their spirit energy completely 

two azurite 

Uncle Cloud, Crawford Ancestor! Can you please respect me? I’m still making a judgment here, and 

you’re already dividing 

个 

pointed at Cloud and said, “You see! He is the one who stole my 

fist and 

down what they were 

into the Bag 
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lord and said, “I just saw you take his demonic beast and 

didn’t. It wasn’t me. My bag of holding is still in 

sneered. Little Hades would be blatantly favoring his relative and perverting justice if 

Cloud! 

I feel like he is vaguely rogue! 

can you see if I have the demonic beast and his gun now? I just came to have a look, But he attacked me 

and took away my bag of holding. He’s even more egregious!” Things that hadn’t been taken couldn’t be 

considered stolen. They could just 

you sure this is your 

the bag 

nodded firmly and said, 

Cloud frowned and casually turned 

of the bag of 

could my gun be in your bag of holding? Isn’t 

he stammered, “You just put it in there while I wasn’t looking! Anyway, you were 

see any of your things in his hand? We just poured out the contents of your 

the ghost lord’ 

two azurite gemstones are valuable! You want to keep 

and said, “No, these two azurite gemstones are indeed valuable. Are we not allowed to say 



“Saying that means we want to keep 

Chapter 1313 I Choose to Do So 

The ghost lord repeatedly said, “I’ll give you all my belongings… Please don’t despise it.” 

Joseph sneered and said, “Well, I do despise it. From the start, Cloud had no intention of taking his 

things. He had taken the bag of holding just to find his gun! Although he mentioned the two azurite 

gemstones were valuable, he did not desire them! Moreover, I had absolute confidence in Cloud! He 

would never take someone else’s belongings! Right now, I am sure he is just thinking about ensuring the 

ghost lord face the appropriate consequences for their actions instead of taking revenge. 

The ghost lord dared not look at Joseph. I could feel that my possessions were truly useless in his eyes. 

The ghost lord, who had been acting so stubborn just a moment ago, have turned into such harsh 

creatures now. I had nothing else to say. I just hoped that Joseph would accept my gift. Originally, I 

wanted to gaslight Little Hades with a tactic of confusion to avoid punishment. I am sure that Little 

Hades would want to avoid getting involved! 

But at this moment, Lilly was staring at him coldly. 

Under pressure from Joseph and Lilly, the ghost lord did not dare act unruly anymore or make random 

claims. 

any 

Feeling helpless, the ghost lord admitted, “I did indeed intend to steal his demonic beast and also his 

gun.” 

“But it’s common for things like this to happen here! Now, I could just return them to you; no big deal!” 

“Ms. Hades, I hope you’ll consider the fact that I have a family and spare me this time. My kids still need 

me!” 

the 

this point, you still 

Why does Ms. Hades actually 

to him, saying, “Count your belongings 

lord hurriedly 

darkened, and he said, 

repeatedly and started counting. Indeed, apart from the gun, 

“Nothing is missing… 

nodded and said, “Alright, Dennis! Now, you will be judged for the crimes 

held a booklet in her hand and summoned the destiny pen 



death, and from then on, you committed one hundred and 

expected conflicts among novice ghosts, but did not expect them to be this intense. One ghost lord had 

grown strong and killed over a hundred other novice ghosts. Although half of them were ordinary 
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still nearly a hundred cases of 

Dennis coldly and asked, “Do you have anything 

yelled, “I’m innocent! I fought back 

to another page in the book and said emotionlessly. That’s 

showed that the ghosts who had attacked Dennis numbered almost 

he would not be able to stand here 

and could 

Chapter 1314 Forever Love 

Dennis suddenly emitted a surge of bad aura that rushed straight towards Lilly! 

Crawford Ancestor’s face turned pale, and he yelled. “Lilly!” 

Without thinking, he rushed over. 

Cloud also instinctively rushed forward and wanted to shield Lilly. 

Lilly was stunned and raised her hand to send both Crawford’s ancestor and Cloud flying before rapidly 

retreating herself. 

However, this bad aura was different from anything she had encountered before. It didn’t seem like 

something an early state of ghost lore could produce. Even though Dennis had been bound the whole 

time, I could not evade the bad aura! 

The bad aura had solidified into a substantial form and relentlessly pursued Lilly, closing in quickly! 

Lilly was stunned and instinctively summoned the Hell Ruler Palace. However, the Hell Ruler Palace 

barely shielded her before the bad aura collided with it. 

With a loud sound, the bad aura hit the Hell Ruler Palace, which in turn collided with Lilly herself. Lilly 

immediately spat out blood and tumbled to the side. 

“Lilly!!” Crawford’s ancestor yelled. 

Cloud also wanted to rush over. However, Crawford’s ancestor, who seemed to be worried, kicked him 

away. 

“Don’t make matters worse!” 



rolled away to a distance, forced to watch helplessly. At this moment, I felt utterly powerless. Indeed, 

any 

not help but clench 

had no choice but to kick Cloud away to keep him from interfering. 

up, the bad aura rapidly transformed into a swirling mass and charged at 

that this bad aura was beyond anything he had ever encountered. It was at the level of an Emperor’s 

realm. We could not easily observe the true 

Realm!” Crawford’s ancestor said He felt somehow helpless. I am only in the late Hades Realm 

to the half-step to the Emperor Realm now, I still would not be a match for this bad 

that this was the end for me. It is such a pity that I will not be able to protect Lilly and 
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about to sacrifice himself with his last strength to resist the 

“Crawford Ancestor, control yourself!” 

In reality, a sacrifice by Hell’s rulers could indeed stop this bad aura. But what would be the point? I 

go!” Lilly gritted her 

her hand, and Crawford Ancestor was 

be so precise, but she did not have 

up her purple sledgehammer and 

a bad aura. It was as though this bad aura had been lurking inside 

Chapter 1315 I Know Who Are You 

Crawford Ancestor and Cloud ran away and distanced themselves from the bad aura before stopping. 

Cloud was angry but could not find the words to express his frustration. 

Crawford Ancestor did not comfort Cloud. Instead, he kept sending out signals for help. There was 

nothing I could do alone. I must get someone to help! But most importantly, I needed to relay the 

information back to the underworld and let Blake and others know what had happened. 

On the other hand, Lilly was desperately fighting. She had not expected the ambush to happen so 

suddenly. The surging bad aura had completely surrounded her. 

A small ghost beast trembled while perched on a nearby branch, dutifully keeping watch over them. 



Lilly’s clothes were tattered, and she was barely holding on. She had been caught off guard, and her 

current condition made it difficult for her to counterattack. During the earlier struggle, I had not been 

able to grasp the situation clearly. But now…. 

spying on me at the restaurant on the second 

bad aura momentarily hesitated and then continued its relentless assault 

judgment. I would not summon the pen of judgment until 

aura. The bad aura knocked back a 

the clues. This bad aura was different from the ordinary aura of a novice ghost, Even though I am in the 

Emperor Realm myself, this bad aura is different compared 

mortal world! My soul drifted to the back of the remote mountain village at that time. I met the golden 

light and the man there! Afterward, I even took the time to observe the differences between that 

golden light and the light 

looked somehow similar to Holy Light! But what set it apart was that the 

out, “It’s Holy 

the bad aura had no expression 

blood for the second time. As she lay 

served 

His words about their imminent 

Chapter 1316 King Earthid 

Lilly already recognized who the person in front of her was. 

She had clues from the old monk. She also got the Stone Scroll when Blake took her to Mount Cape. 

The five gods of the underworld were Emperor Eastmount, Emperor Greenbow, Emperor Prosper, King 

Earthid, and Queen Earthen. 

There was a betrayer among the five people, but something was strange. There were only five people, 

all of whom were top figures in the underworld, but they could not find the betrayer. 

Lilly connected all the clues until she came up with the answer. It only took a moment. 

“You’re King Earthid, right?” Lilly said through gritted teeth. 

The bad aura that prepared to penetrate her was stunned! 

With this slight chance, Lilly finally escaped from the bad aura! 

She stood in mid-air above the bad aura, unbelievable, and felt that everything was traceable. 

you’re 



real and 

finally understood what the old monk 

the bad aura was not the old 

monk’s shadow, but it had already been able 

good and one evil each is one person?” Lilly showed a trace of sarcasm. “I was wrong. You’ve never 

become a person. It turns out that 

bad aura, which had no substance, and she thought again 

the black-robed man was strange but could 

human or 
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was the old monk 

the black robe, was only the shadow of the old 

reach enlightenment through a moment of epiphany? 

controlled 

“I finally solved the question Jessie once asked me. You’re not a King at all. You’re not worthy of the title 

King Earthid. What you’ve pursued all your life will never be yours. Can’t you 

nine years old and had no memories of the past, she could somehow see through the 

Chapter 1317 Entering Mount Everest 

Lilly felt pain all over her body, and her wounds kept bleeding. 

Although she was in the underworld, she was not a ghost. She would bleed and feel pain. She had 

experienced many things before, but nothing was as painful as this time. 

It was a pain in which bones and internal organs got crushed. 

Lilly fell to the ground while panting continuously, and her chest hurt. 

The original ghost lord Dennis was now only a puddle of burnt black. He was not soul dissipated but was 

like burnt black charcoal, and his body was as if dehydrated. At first glance, he looked like a mummy for 

thousands of years. 

He remained motionless with his mouth wide open and was dead again. 

It was the first time Lilly knew that ghosts could die again, not only in the soul dissipated but also in 

other ways. 

Staring at Dennis’ body, she always felt a little uneasy. It was an inexplicable intuition. 



Lilly flew out a fireball. It was better and safer to burn Dennis’s body. 

Unexpectedly, the familiar bad aura appeared when the fire started to burn. This time, it was not a 

billowing bad aura but a wisp as thick as an arm. 

Lilly directly used the pen of judgment. She would rather waste her spirit energy to eliminate it! 

An inexplicable scream sounded in the void. 

Those screams were very similar to the people, which were lower, noisy, and indescribably terrifying. 

After eliminating the bad aura, Lilly breathed a sigh of relief. She rested for a while and looked at a tree 

not far away. 

was lying on the ground with a fluff 

over tremblingly, pinched its tail, and picked it up. 

are you still alive?” Lilly poked the small beast ghost’s 

not wake up, but it seemed safe lying on Lilly’s 

< 
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hooked Lilly’s clothes. 

it off and put it temporarily in the jar of souls, but it hooked her clothes 

was the foot of Mount Everest. Lilly looked at Everest, then at the blurry Mount Everest. After 

was only a clone 

him that she could 

returning to Everest to heal her injuries was 

What if she bumped into that mysterious man in the black robe 

who might be able to stop the mysterious man in the black 

Ivan but 

was hiding from the mysterious man in a black robe by disguising himself like 

that. 

strength, it was the best 

man. 

wake up. Lilly guessed Crawford Ancestor would be worried, so 

Unlucky, please find Crawford Ancestor, and then go back to the underworld to tell Master and 



ghost was still out of the situation. What 

okay? Why don’t 

her head. “It’s too far away. I have to heal myself immediately.” 

had a lot of elixir in her ring, so she did not have to worry about healing. The more important thing was 

to seize the time to hide 

Chapter 1318 The Weirdness of Mount Everest 

Ivan and the black-robed man entered Mount Everest one after another. 

It did not take long before Crawford Ancestor and Cloud came. Crawford Ancestor was on full alert. 

Knowing that Lilly had stepped into Mount Everest, his heart had already sunk to the bottom. 

Cloud asked, “What’s wrong?” 

He 

was very 

irritable. It was the first time since his death that he had been so helpless. He was like an ant watching 

an elephant fight and could do nothing! 

He could not help anything or see everything. 

Crawford Ancestor said, “Behind Mount Everest is Mount Cape. No novice ghost has ever been able to 

step into it. Even with my strength, I don’t dare to step in easily. We must find her father as soon as 

possible! I’ll go in first. You go find Blake with the unlucky ghost.” 

Cloud wanted to say something. But what else could he say? 

Before leaving, Crawford Ancestor looked deeply at Cloud. “The situation is too critical. I can’t protect 

you two, so I can only leave you temporarily. You must be careful.” 

Cloud immediately said, “Go find Lilly. Don’t worry about me! I’ve been through many battles during my 

lifetime. I can protect myself!” 

Crawford Ancestor was sad, but he could do nothing about it. Even though he did not want to let his 

great-great-grandchildren out of sight, he was the one who brought them out. 

The unlucky ghost sighed while feeling anxious and helpless. “Let’s go… Forget it. I’d better not follow 

you.” 

On the way here, Cloud fell twice and was hit in the face four times by branches. If it were not for 

Crawford Ancestor holding Cloud back, Cloud would not have come so quickly. 

Cloud said, “Let’s act separately. You can’t protect me much. I’ll 

go 

alone.” 



few steps back and asked, “Where are you 

if Jean was still with Bettany. If Jean came down, Blake would also arrive in the 

underworld. Pablo would tell them where Lilly 
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better. If he were looking for Lilly, 

soon. 

to Everest. You go to the underworld.” 

expect that after he left, two more figures 

was carrying Jean solemnly. 

looked up and took Jean decisively toward Mount Everest. 

anxiously, “What’s going on? You said you found 

the way. Although they looked relaxed, they wanted 

fast and could easily find the paths Lilly, Crawford Ancestor, and Cloud had taken, so he had already 

searched for information about Lilly 

followed the routes. Unexpectedly, Blake 

there were dots of blood on the ground. He could feel Lilly’s aura 

be hurt. 

first!” Blake took Jean in his arms and led her quickly 

she entered Mount Everest, not only was the black-robed man chasing her, but also Ivan, 

Everest, the 

fog. She first saw it at Abyss of Ghosts and later followed Blake to Mount Cape. Standing at the foot of 

Mount Cape and looking down, she also saw 

as good as that in the Abyss of Ghosts 

she saw strange eyes lighting up in the 
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wave again. The golden light lit 

not know what kind of those ghost beasts were, but they were much more ferocious than the rabbit 

waste her energy fighting them. Firstly, it would hold 

Chapter 1319 The Woman in Mount Everest 



It was quiet all around before Lilly reacted. There was no ghost beast here. 

There were the most ghost beasts on Mount Everest. It could not be because the ghost beast had not 

found this place. It only meant that even the ghost beast dared not approach this 

place! 

Lilly looked around cautiously and was alert. She felt like something was watching her. 

At this moment, the small ghost beast on her shoulder happened to wake up faintly, climbed up, and sat 

on Lilly’s shoulder. It rubbed its eyes with a confused look. 

Suddenly, the fur all over its body exploded. 

The small ghost beast struggled desperately, and its legs were trembling. It was obvious that it wanted 

to run at the first moment, but its legs went weak and could not run. 

Lilly whispered, “Be quiet!” 

The small ghost beast hugged its head while its teeth chattered. After that, it got into Lilly’s collar and 

covered itself. 

Lilly did not have time to look at it because she heard the heartbeat. 

Lilly turned around cautiously and slowly but still could not see anything. Even the eerie fog seemed to 

have disappeared. 

The surrounding mountains and forests became clear, but this clarity made Lilly feel terrified. She heard 

someone approaching her but could not see where that person was. 

Thump thump! The heartbeat was getting more violent! 

Suddenly, Lilly’s back stiffened. She covered the small ghost beast on her shoulders, turned around, and 

flew out the pen of judgment! 

a result, Lilly found that a mummy-like woman had been 

of a scene of a 

few steps back, but the woman 

did not know what it 

again. It was closer this time. Lilly still could not 
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anyone. 

gritted her teeth and closed her eyes. She was so 



coldness approaching her left ear. 

held the pen of judgment and suddenly attacked toward the 

her strength. Ten teleportations were no match 

moved so fast that the small ghost beast on 

looked around and approached the small ghost beast to 

small ghost beast had already rushed up her leg 

The heartbeat was 

closed her eyes again. There was no way. She could not see the woman and 

forced to activate her powerful memory ability. Lilly’s mind flashed through images of the time she had 

just arrived and also. images 

direction of her legs. Lilly 

and 

did not understand what happened, but the strange feeling in 

still flipping frame by frame, and Lilly’s 

back, the second was on her left shoulder, and the third was on 

the small ghost 

Chapter 1320 Mental Power 

The small ghost beast wanted to escape, but it could not. 

It buried its head in the fallen leaves, and its little tail raised to the sky. 

Lilly stared at the small ghost beast and heard the heartbeat again. She did not dare to be careless. She 

would be doomed if the woman’s target was not the small ghost beast but her. 

So, she spread all her energy around and intuitively sensed the existence of strange women. 

The pain in her head was getting worse. It was so painful that Lilly could hardly breathe. 

She held on and forced herself to persevere. At the same time, her gaze never left the little ghost beast’s 

tail. 

She concentrated and spread her energy around. 

The sound of that heartbeat seemed to drive her heartbeat. Her heartbeat resonated with that 

heartbeat. It made her feel very uncomfortable. Her brain and her chest seemed to be about to explode. 

Hold on a little longer… Hold on for one more second… 

Lilly kept cheering herself up. Suddenly, the world disappeared in her eyes and left only her thoughts! 



Finally, she saw the air twisting inexplicably, and a woman’s face appeared. 

This time, Lilly could see it very clearly. The woman stared at the small ghost beast on the ground, 

opened her mouth wide, and wanted to bite at it terrifyingly. 

beast was so scared that 

flicked out a golden light, she 

no time to explore. She flew over, tried to grab the woman’s hair, and pulled her out of 

woman disappeared 

and her feet softened. Then, 

a move, she had squandered all the spirit 
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happened? She estimated that the spirit energy in her elixir field should be enough for her to perform 

the pen of judgment three more times. Why was 

all times, so she did 

that bad aura, she kept it hidden. If she faced the black-robed man, she could attack him by surprise and 

escape even if she could not kill him. But she had. squandered 

did she do? She only grabbed the woman’s 

than that, she only used the pen of judgment. It should not be 

was no time for Lilly to think much. The woman was unwilling to give in, and 

woman was about to appear again. The small ghost 

a deep breath and collapsed on the ground, but she still squeezed a bit of spirit energy from her body to 

build 

she did not realize that her mental 

her surroundings more clearly. She saw a woman hiding behind the air while staring at 

because she had experience and figured out 

strange woman rushing out of the air and wanted to bite 

grabbed the woman’s hair with all her strength! It did not matter if she could not move. She still 

held the woman’s hair tightly to prevent her from running away and pressed against the woman’s 

mummy-like 

tell whether she was a real mummy or a soul. 


